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So you have decided you want to go on the perfect vacation you have always dreamt of ˘ charter
The tips

Tip. 1
You should see chartering a yacht just as a classroom, and in order to understand what the tea
WMT ˘ this means Western Mediterranean Terms. It includes chartering equipment and the yacht,

SEMT ˘ it means Standard Eastern Mediterranean Terms. The fee includes: the obvious chartering

SCT ˘ it means Standard Caribbean Terms. every expense listed in the WMT and SMET paragraphs a

GT ˘ it means Greek Terms. They include chartering of the yacht and equipment, crew food and w

Now, that you know the terms and specifications, when you will go and see your chartering oper

Tip. 2
Before you decide what kind of yacht to hire, ask yourself what do you expect from the holiday

Tip. 3
Depending on the type of person you are (and only you know this), you should decide on what wi
Tip. 4
Friends. Think ahead of the number of friends you will be having with you, and to the size of

Tip. 5
Calculate the time you want to spend on your yacht, because this will be critical when you wil

Tip. 6
Make reservations early before going, since during the holidays the yacht are booked up to a y

These tips come to aid you in your perfect holiday quest. They are not meant to replace the in
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